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In recent years there has been an increased number of studies addressing the magnetic reconnection in magnetosheath turbulence and at or near the bow shock. In those regions reconnection often occurs on smaller scales and the properties of reconnected current sheets are much more difficult to study. There are still many open questions about the role of reconnection in the physical processes, particularly particle acceleration, occurring within those regions.

We present some recent examples of MMS observations of reconnection near the Earth’s bow shock1–3, compare those with existing simulation data4 and discuss their importance. While in some cases the reconnection is triggered by solar wind discontinuities1, in most cases shock turbulence develops intrinsically forming current sheets where reconnection can occur. The strongest turbulence develops downstream of quasi-parallel shocks and we discuss the role SLAMS and magnetosheath jets can have in the formation of turbulence. There are several studies of reconnection from the turbulent regions downstream of the quasi-parallel shocks5–7. In the studied cases spacecraft are crossing current sheets within the diffusion region and reconnection signatures has been observed in electrons. It has been suggested that turbulent current sheets are of small size and therefore ion signatures cannot develop7. There have been suggestions that other processes than reconnection, e.g. shock like acceleration, can lead to the electron heating in magnetosheath current sheets8. Finally, the relation between Kinetic Alfvén Wave turbulence and reconnection in localized current sheets continues to be highly important and open topic9.
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